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UNSEALING YOUR VOICE MAGIC 

 

Part of Module 3 is to celebrate your inheritance. 

In the ancient Mystery schools, Initiates were led towards an experience of 
the evolution of humanity and seeing themselves within the great cosmic 
and earthly picture of soul development. 

Visions of past, present and future appeared and the forces with nature, 
human and the stars became clear to those who studied deeply and fiercely. 

To unseal your Voice Magic is to see yourself as part of this great 
movement of spiritual intention. 
This is where you reclaim your sacred lineage 
This is where you weave the threads of healing through your ancestral lines 
to restore your connection to your own soul magic and healing voice 
heritage. 

Unsealing the Sacred Voice 

Your soul signature is anchored in the body. Part of opening up to more of 
your innate soul gifts contained within this frequency, this soul signature, is 
to engage in a process to heal your life force body and allow the energy that 
is connected to your ancient frequency of female power to flow once more 
through the throat centre. 

 
The voice elements connected to this are: 

• chant 
• tone   
• words 
• breath 
• plants 
• intuitive body awareness to reweave your lineage of light.  
• co-creating with nature and the elementals to realign your truth and 

unseal your voice magic. 

I will provide an Unsealing Sound Meditation to support your own sounding 
in this process. 
It is important to use your OWN beautiful voice too however! 
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The Ritual:  

 
You will need the following items: 
From the plant realm 

 
Rosemary (oil or the plant) 
Rosemary is a powerful facilitator of awakened incarnation. She aids in 
mental clarity. Rosemary is cleansing and enhances memory. The fact that 
she carries the name of Mary lets us know she belongs to the Great Mother. 
 
Speak to the rosemary and give thanks (out loud). You are co-creators in this 
ritual. 
 
Choosing a Crystal 

 
Choose a crystal to tone with. Lapis, turquoise and blue lace agate are 
traditional for the throat centre. They represent realisation, spirit of the 
earth and calm expression. Together these three balance, open and align 
truthfulness in expression.  

 
“The use of these stones in the order given is the most powerful form of 
Ancient Atlantean Healing for that chakra and area of the body. Crystal One 
is a powerful activation and opening Crystal, Crystal Two is a powerful 
healing and balancing stone and crystal three will lift the frequency of the 
center to its highest point. The result is complete and permanent healing.” 
The Liquid Crystals 

 
We are reweaving past threads here so the memory stones of time including 
Lemurian Seed Crystals are perfect. 
To choose your crystal for this ritual, say the name out loud and tone to it on 
a single vowel sound to create connection. 
  
Setting the Space 

Set up a ritual space with these elements. You may feel called to do this 
outside. Or you may need the container of focus that being indoors provides. 
  
Breathe deeply into your belly and close your eyes. Let the throat become 
still and peaceful. Relax the muscles in the tongue, jaw, neck, eyes and  
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shoulders. Let the lower ribs and solar centre do the work. 
The solar plexus is the mirror of all that comes through the throat and will 
serve to expand your consciousness here. 
  
Imagine lifetimes gone past and make a sound for each one. This can be as 
long or as short as you like. 
Allow a sound to arise from deep within you for each feeling that comes 
through. It may take a couple of goes to get used to the sound. Follow the 
sound that intuitively arises from within you. 
  
Allow your resonance to harmonise with what comes through. You are tuning 
your current self to be on the same wavelength with each life or picture that 
arises. Find the link. 
  
Follow with your sound, back through the ages in your imagination. If you 
get stuck somewhere, you can stay or jump over and come back to this next 
time.  
  
You will come to a place where you naturally want to stop. This place is full 
of light. You are light. You are love. You are sound. 
 
Rest. 
 
Now sound forward to today and allow this sound/light to move out into the 
future with love. 
You are opening the way forward in connection with all you have learned 
from other life times. Your voice is taking you there. Your voice is healing 
the silent times. Your voice is enabling your peaceful visibility once more as 
the shining being you truly are. 
  
Rest and breathe and celebrate! 

 

                                      	 	 	 Dominique 

 

 


